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As Nero enters the Qliphoth, V reveals the fact that he's from Al Nal'lah and a descendant of Leviathan, the tailed demon defeated by Vergil in a past timeline. In the story,
Vergil is a demon with a set of ancient powers known as Kitsune Chiran that grant him greater strength as well as the ability to transform into "a deity or demon of my own
choosing." However, this ability eventually wore him down and is what ultimately caused his death. V then explains that Nero's weapons, including his Devil Bringer, are a
part of the sealed power of the infamous Palutena's Bow, which can only be wielded by Dante. When Nero questions who Vergil was talking about, V assures him that there
are many paths to the same destiny, as long as he follows his instincts. Nero and V exchange blows while standing in the doorway of Nero's car before V confides in Nero
about Urizen's attack on him. After apologizing to Nero, V says that he needs to borrow his Devil Bringer to find Urizen. Seeing as Nero only lost one arm, V encourages Nero
to continue his fight without his Devil Bringer. Refusing to fight with only one arm, Nero ends up pinning V to the wall and demanding for a weapon he calls the greatest there
is. After the two yell at each other, V lets go of the car and Nero thanks V as he offers him a Devil Bringer. While V thanks Nero and accepts his weapon, Nero notices V's
missing hand and remarks that their "friendship" hasn't always been so cut-throat, insinuating that V may have caused his injury. V sees this as a chance to blame Nero for
his arm and the reason he doesn't want to share in the rest of Nero's time. V reveals that he always wanted to have a real brother in Dante, but Dante is too weak in his own
right. V tells Nero that he's wanted to have a strong brother in Nero for a long time and makes a Faustian bargain that whoever survives Nero and V's fight, both of them are
his. If V survives, he'll become an immortal and have an endless life, and if Nero is the one that survives, he'll give V his Devil Bringer so he can kill Urizen and achieve an
eternal life of his own. Before turning to make the bargain, V warns Nero that Urizen is almost dead, so if he takes the Devil Bringer, he should only use it to kill himself. After
Nero thanks V for the ultimatum and throws the Devil Bringer, V chides that V made the bargain by holding back on V's arm in an embarrassing way. After earning Nero's
trust once again and Nero playing with V's remaining hand, Nero lands in Fortuna as V slips out of the car. As Nero drives away, V appears in front of him and chides him for
forgetting about his promise and revealing the tactics he'll use on Nero.
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Dante's new signature Devil Breaker sword, The Cavaliere, is a chain-mover with wide variety of attacks. It resembles a horse with a long tail that acts as a whip on one end
and a chain whip on the other. The Cavaliere can be upgraded through a new weapon called the Adeptens, which grants Nero extra arms and red orbs that can be saved for
stat-boosting attacks. The four are the following: Afterglow: Shoots a fiery projectile that deals double damage, delays enemies, and briefly stuns, making them vulnerable.
Ura: Throws a sphere of spikes that traps enemies in a sphere in front of Dante. Strikers: Turns Dante into a battering ram, and throws him at enemies, sweeping them up in
damage. Shroud: Takes all enemy hits and applies them to Dante, letting him shrug off explosions and massive attacks. Of course, this literally comes with more endings and
more powers, which also are capable of being changed on the fly. The game frequently changes his costumes to match the theme of the level (he has access to the Bazel and

Vulcan alter-ego alter-egos), and the game even knows what triggers each of them. The character can block incoming punches, for example, and Nero, being a demon, can
attack with his fists. He also has a fast-travel move, which takes him to a prefixed location on the map, and a fully-functional Devil Arm, which has 3 modes: a normal sword,
a nunchaku, and a mini-gun. His Devil Trigger can destroy the room, and it has the ability to create a rift between dimensions, in which case you see an alternate dimension

with all of his powers in it, though they are also limited (a nunchaku attack, for example, will break the surrounding pieces of the room). As all of this is going on, Vincent
(another playable character) is doing his own thing, with only the thinnest of lines of text guiding him. This is what you have to deal with if you want to play Dante, as in the

end, all of the game designers are happy to have you focus on the interactions between Dante and Vincent, but you can do it by yourself, too. 5ec8ef588b
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